### Lead Rule Stakeholder Meeting

12/14/2015, 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
L&I Service Location, 12806 Gateway Dr. S., Tukwila, WA 98168

#### L&I
- Alan Lundeen, **DOSH**
- Devin Proctor, **DOSH**
- Cheryl Christian, **DOSH**
- Veda Moline, **DOSH**
- Terry Walley, **DOSH**
- Todd Schoonover, **SHARP**

#### WA State Department of Commerce
- **Lead Based Paint Program**
- Dano Summers
- Bob Angeline
- Cynthia Sanderson
- Elisabeth Long
- WA State Department of Health
- Mandi Kime
- Bob Whittaker
- Steven Gilbert
- Public Health, Seattle King County
- Steve Whittaker
- Timothy Carter
- Andersen Construction
- Matt Rolf
- NW Laborers Employers Training
- Wes Lemay

#### WA State Department of Health
- Elisabeth Long
- WA State Department of Health
- Mandi Kime
- Association of General Contractors of WA
- Jim Kime
- INND/The Institute of Neurotoxicology and Neurological
- Steven Gilbert
- Public Health, Seattle King County
- Steve Whittaker
- Timothy Carter
- Andersen Construction
- Matt Rolf
- NW Laborers Employers Training
- Wes Lemay

#### University of Washington
- Marty Cohen
- Nancy Beaudet
- King County
- Greg Kuhn
- Pacific Rim Construction
- Jeff Lewis
- AWB
- Bob Battles
- National Rifle Association
- Brian Judy
- WA Association Sheriffs and Police Chiefs
- James McMahan,
- Seattle City Light
- Kevin Davis
- Susan Paine
- MMFS
- Lee Pyfrom
- Sharp Shooting
- Robin Ball
Welcome
Alan Lundeen, DOSH Manager for Standards, Technical & Lab Services.
Mr. Lundeen welcomed all the participating stakeholders attending the meeting by phone and in person. He then introduced the first presenter.

SHARP Adult Blood Lead Epidemiology and Surveillance Program (ABLES) Database Presentation
Todd Schoonover PhD, SHARP presented lead data from the ABLES database covering the past ten years.
Mr. Schoonover explained that the ABLES data rarely gets reports of lead exposure from recreational activities.
The ABLES database receives several thousand blood level reports a year.
The full presentation is available here.

DOSH Compliance Data Presentation
Terry Walley, DOSH Compliance Operations Manager presented DOSH Compliance Data from the past ten years.
Mr. Walley explained the primary differences between General Industry and Construction lead inspections.
The full presentation is available here.
Summary

**DOSH Lab Analytical Lead Data**

Cheryl Christian, MS CIH from DOSH Technical Services, presented lab analytical data. Ms. Christian explained how DOSH inspectors gather the different types of lead exposure samples and how the DOSH Lab tests the samples. The full presentation is available [here](#).

**Action Items:**

None

**Next Meeting**

9 a.m. to Noon Jan. 26, 2016 at our Tumwater central office location. Meeting will include guest speaker [Michael J. Kosnett](#), MD, MPH, University of Colorado, Dept. of Medicine, Dept. of Environmental and Occupational Health.